An idea that fits the times, a magnet for tech dreams and money
By Tony Patterson

Peterborough

Less than a decade ago all the talk along the Ontario Technology Corridor was of JDSUniphase and Nortel, both ablaze in
Ottawa. Today it’s RIM and OpenText, both in Waterloo.
For half a century Ottawa’s National Research Council, with
a Nobel and other international prizewinners on staff and more
prizes than their cases can display, including an Academy Award,
carried the flag for Canada’s science and tech smarts. Today it’s
Waterloo’s Perimeter Institute that captures global imagination
as a new knowledge heavyweight and gets Stephen Hawking, the
best known physicist since Einstein, as visiting scholar.
When the lights dim at one end of the corridor, they brighten
at another.
In between Toronto keeps pumping at the heart of a mega-region that boasts 250,000 tech workers, 6,000 tech companies and
30 colleges and universities brimming with tech talent for today
and tomorrow. Toronto is where insulin was first imagined and
made, where the electron microscope was developed, where there
is the largest medical and biotech cluster of any metropolitan area
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in North America and the third largest concentration of private
ICT companies after San Francisco and New York.
The centre holds.
All of this is in our minds at SCAN and scansite.ca
as we enter our fourth year of telling the stories of the tech
community. No place along the Ontario Technology Corridor
is distant from any other. All are connected not only by the
ubiquitous electronic highway but also by a physical network of
fast trains and autoroutes. Engineers, geeks and academics in one
locality know their counterparts along the corridor. Companies
of size often have operations in two or more campuses along the
corridor. With homes in both Waterloo and Ottawa, RIM is also in
Mississauga and OpenText in Richmond Hill and Kingston.

The Ontario Technology Corridor should be for Canada what
Silicon Valley is for the United States — a magnet for tech dreams and
money. (It’s not always appreciated that there are 16 separate cities sharing the Silicon Valley spotlight with Palo Alto and San Jose, and another
half dozen, such as Redwood City and Gilroy, often associated with it.)
The Ontario Technology Corridor embraces all, is non-threatening to any and, with its stretch and size and strength, is inherently more
stable and has great potential as a tool for branding, international marketing and improving connection and collaboration among all the tech
clusters from Ottawa (even Cornwall) to London (even Windsor).
This is an idea that can inspire cooperation, collaboration and
collective action to help bootstrap the tech startup community. It’s
an idea with far greater value than cost. It’s one of the best kinds,
an idea that fits the times.
Ontario wants to promote its knowledge sector. It must
therefore celebrate its technology corridor, which is a reality even
if few people know it.
We at SCAN and scansite.ca embrace it as a means to develop
and strengthen Canada’s technology sector. The corridor and all
that’s in it will be our hyperlocal focus from this day forward.
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CO2 is target Universities finding new ways to help tech business

W

ith its passion for ecology
and entrepreneurship Sustainable Waterloo (SW)
aims to increase the region’s environmental reputation alongside its already
outstanding tech output.
Describing SW’s CO2 initiative, executive director Mike Morrice says the program will “facilitate a voluntary carbon
emission reduction target by providing
participating organizations with an online
tool to measure their carbon emissions,
educational forums to learn from their
peers around how to reduce emissions and
as much public recognition as possible for
those companies that are successful in reducing emissions.” This model is inspired
by a similar program in the United States,
Sustainable Silicon Valley, which has
been operating (and achieving results) for
the last seven years.
SW hosted its first forum in January,
drawing Thomas Homer-Dixon author
of The Ingenuity Gap and The Upside of
Down, and Lori Duvall, director of ecoresponsibility programs at Sun Microsystems (which has reported a 20% CO2 reduction since 2002). The venture hopes to
create quarterly editions of these forums
in tandem with more technically focused
sessions. It also aims to sign at least 10
“pledging partners” by year’s end, with
the primary goal of reducing regional
CO2 output by 20% and promoting a sustainable future for the business sector.
The non-profit company is backed
by three founding partners: Wilfrid
Laurier University, Waterloo North
Hydro and Virtual Causeway.

By James Bowen

E

ntrepreneurs are experts at getting blood from a stone. With
money tight, companies are
still managing to find resources. Universities have long been a source of
intellectual property (IP) for the tech
industry but now they are a source of
much more. Tech transfer from lab to
corporate balance sheet is an evolving
business model worth looking at.
At the root of tech transfer is the
question of who owns the IP that a researcher generates: the researcher or the
university? For 50 years, the University of Waterloo’s IP ownership policy
has been simple, “you make it, you own
it,” according to Dr. Tom Corr associate vice president, commercialization
of the university’s Office of Research.
Dr. Corr believes that this policy
“attracts researchers who are commercially oriented” to the university.
Waterloo’s tech transfer office provides
services to the scientists by chasing and
defending patents, developing business
plans and negotiating with potential
licencees. But he emphasizes that it’s
an “option” whether the inventor uses
the tech transfer office. Once involved,
the university expects to receive “25%
of whatever comes.” No upfront fees,

just a chunk of any success.

Getting tech to market takes more
than developing business plans. “We
can’t just push it out the door,” says
Dr. Corr. So a corporate ‘accelerator’,

which is an office that brings together
entrepreneurs with mentors and investment, is located on campus.
Forming a network of connections
and services around IP is common prac-

tice across the transfer landscape. Carleton University has a complex accelerator program called the Foundry. Along
with other services, it provides ventures
with 10K in ‘startup dollars’ – a relative-

ly small part in cash,
but multiplied by the
in-kind support of
the Foundry’s infrastructure and mentors. The Foundry
also brings students
and investors together for its annual
$20,000 technology
venture challenge.
Moving a piece
of IP into the market is not a mass
production
job.
Each piece of IP
is different and
requires a direct
sales model, says
Dr. Corr. Each new
idea needs a product manager who
has the contacts in
industry to know
where to take the
IP. For Dr. Corr,
this means that the
tech transfer office needs to build
a “reputation that
gets industry looking to them for
ideas.”
He says that moving IP to the market
means getting industry involved as early as possible, identifying opportunities
and shaping IP into something viable.
More, see tech transfer, page 2

It’s time to name directors
when you take their money

You should try to attract shareholders who are willing and
able to follow up their
investment with positions on the board.
This is usually overDENZIL DOYLE
looked during the fundraising because very often, as
the saying goes, beggars cannot be
choosers.
Since the board’s main job is to
ne of the most important steps
to be taken by an emerging oversee management, its skill set
high-tech company is to es- should cover the same spectrum of
tablish a working board of directors, skills that is required at the managenamely one that oversees the activi- ment level. Most high-tech compaties of the company’s management nies, regardless of their size or busiteam on behalf of its shareholders. ness area, have four functions to perform, in addition to
The first decision that
that of the CEO. They
has to be made is when
Try to attract
Sales/Marketing,
to do it. The answer to
shareholders who are:
Finance/Administrathat one is whenever
the ownership of the
are willing and tion, R&D, and OpThe Sales/
company extends beable to follow up erations.
Marketing
person
yond the founders. It
their investment brings in the purchase
is like a business plan
the Operations
– so long as you are
with positions on order,
person turns them
spending your own
into revenue, and the
the board.
money you don’t need
other two provide the
it (even though it is a
useful management tool), but when tools to make it happen.
Guru in one guise, angel in anyou take money from someone else
you owe it to them to keep them in- other, Denzil Doyle is chairman of
Doyletech, a member of the Order
formed.
The next question is “Who should of Canada, a professional engineer,
be on the board?” Unfortunately, too founder and former CEO of Digital
many companies go looking for high Equipment Corp. in Canada, comprofile individuals, regardless of their pany director, mentor, consultant,
abilities to serve the interests of share- investor and author of the best-sellholders. My advice is to have the ing ‘Making Technology Happen’.
makeup of the board in mind when He can be reached at ddoyle@
you are picking your shareholders. doyletechcorp.com.

Loud and Clear

O

Tech transfer…

from page 1

Dr. Tim McTiernan, executive diThis understanding is shared by Luc pillars. OTTN has a dual focus on tech
Lalande, director of Carleton U’s In- transfer and seed funding. The latter rector and assistant VP, research, at the
novation Transfer Office. The Foundry comes through the Eastern Ontario University of Toronto’s The Innovaprogram is about getting involved in Proof-of-Principle fund. EO-PoP tions Group, says the centre is “in the
the early stages of IP development. It’s funding from Queen’s Park is being middle of an evolution.” The first step
a process of “researching companies in used to accelerate research discoveries towards a new direction was to “remove
the market space, identifying the gap be- toward commercial applications and the impediments” for the researcher to
tween commercial and research and get- promote the engagement of the busi- use the commercialization office including reducing fees. The second step
ting consortiums to share risk,” he says, ness community.
was teaming with
leading to a shaping
the Toronto-based
of research results
The Ottawa Technology Transfer Network
MaRS Discovery
and long term relais part of a larger network involving Kingston. District. On June
tionships. It begins
25, 2008, a $15M
long before the reIt looks to bring together opportunities and
MaRs Innovation
search is ready to
money with pan-regional possibilities.
Centre was ango out the door.
nounced. Focused
Joe Irvine, director of the Technology Transfer
John Molloy, president & CEO on research and commercialization of
& Business Enterprise office at the of PARTEQ Innovations at Queen’s, IP, particularly in life and physical sciUniversity of Ottawa, has the office has a clear goal for the centre: to ences and IT, the federally funded cenactively seeking out industry partner- “build the infrastructure into one of tre is one of 11 new Centres of Excelships for collaborative research. This the largest in the country.” He says lence across Canada. U of T’s alliance
model brings in industry in the early that PARTEQ “has the need to de- with the new MaRS centre promises a
stage and works with the researcher to velop pipelines beyond Queens” and major alignment of the U of T’s capamake results happen.
envisions the accelerator providing bility within the broader network.
But Dr. McTiernan isn’t finished
Given such a model, it’s difficult commercialization services to other
to measure the success of tech trans- universities and private companies there. His next step is to bring students
fer offices. “Don’t just look to patents in Canada and beyond, allowing and their innovations into the system,
or ready-baked IP,” says Mr. Lalande, outside organizations to outsource to create a “more entrepreneurial cul“[nor a count of] companies started commercialization of technologies to ture within the university while not
and patents obtained.”
PARTEQ. To do so, he says, PARTEQ compromising academic integrity.”
The university technology transDr. Corr figures that about 50% is “evolving to (encompass) the whole
of uWaterloo’s IP goes out to market area of commercialization … the ten- fer model is undergoing significant
without the involvement of his office. tacles have started to spread.” The changes. The message is clear for reAnd some inventions aren’t unique tentacles at PARTEQ are spreading in source-limited tech companies: take
or viable as a business, so measuring China, where Mr. Malloy is looking another look at what universities are
results is a slippery business. But the to get the North American rights to doing.
James Bowen, PhD, PMP, CMC is
university’s goals are broader and in- commercialize Chinese IP. Simply, he
clude stimulating local economic ac- wants to “source deal flow,” regard- an Ottawa technology entrepreneur and
tivity by getting graduates to stay in less of where it comes from. Within adjunct professor at uOttawa’s Telfer
the Waterloo region,
five years, “the busi- School of Management. If you have
creating wealth in the
ness of tech transfer ideas for future management, market or
The university will evolve.” says Mr. technology issue focused articles, send
area.
According to Mr.
Malloy, with centres them to jbowen@ces.on.ca
technology
Lalande, “soft” measuch as PARTEQ protransfer model viding infrastructure
sures can also be used
to gauge success. Rathis undergoing and other universities
er than just counting a
networking into it.
significant
program’s IP inventory,
“No one has the critiit is important to also
cal mass in research to
changes. The
look at the number of
do it all ... networking
students who find jobs message is clear will be critical.” In the
with local companies
future, expect centres
for resourceand the knowledge
to become more spelimited tech
transfer that takes
cialized, like PARTEQ,
place. Looking ahead, companies: take which is already headhe sees an increased
ing in the direction
another look at of “green” chemistry
emphasis on students at
the Foundry, and get- what universities and has its own venting their ideas out to
ture capital investment
are doing.
the market. “Students
funds.
always have ideas and
At York University,
we need to use them too, even if the Dr. David Phipps, director, office of
research isn’t done at the university. research services, has also wrestled
Not tech transfer but knowledge trans- with the “producer push model …
fer. Focus on talent rather than issued linear process” approach to achievpatents … to create businesses. We ing commercialization. And while he
need more focus on how to appropri- still supports the model, Dr. Phipps
ate research.”
also recognizes the need to get inThe major issue today for tech dustry involved earlier in the process
transfer offices is connecting to other and is attacking the matter on two
institutions. The Ottawa Technology fronts: getting industry sponsored
Transfer Network (OTTN) is part of research into the university and geta larger network involving Kingston. ting personnel exchanges between
It looks to bring together opportunities industry and university scientists
and money with pan-regional possi- for “knowledge mobilization.” Dr.
NATIONAL CAPITAL SCAN
bilities. With an emphasis on student Phipps calls this initiative “InnovaIS PRINTED ON
involvement, it links together nine IP tion York.” But he has not forgotten
generating institutes in Ottawa and the role of getting students “working
RECYCLED
five in Kingston, with uOttawa and in a market-driven space to transfer
Queen’s University as the network’s knowledge.”
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NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD
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UW students win Ignition Pitch
Agreements
Samsung signing

OTTAWA – Patent licencer Wi-LAN
Inc. signs a multi-year agreement
with Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd.
for wireless patents covering parts in
all wireless products sold by the Korean electronics giant. “Signing this
licence agreement with Samsung, a
dominant global vendor of wireless
handsets, is another very important
milestone for our licensing program,”
says Wi-LAN chief Jim Skippen,
Samsung, the top seller of handsets in
the US, shipped 47 million mobile devices stateside in Q3. Financial terms
were not disclosed.

CACDM gets boost

Waterloo region’s tech association
Communitech and the Stratford
Institute of the University of Waterloo receive $10.7 million in federal
funding to establish the Corridor for
Advancing Canadian Digital Media
(CACDM). With hubs in both Kitchener and Stratford, CACDM will provide a common space for the business
and academic communities to focus
on commercialization and research of
digital media, which draws on images,
video, sound, and software for interactive applications. Provided through
the Centres of Excellence for Commercialization and Research program,
the funding will supplement the more
than $50 million in cash and in-kind
support CACDM has already received
from partners that include Open Text,
Christie Digital, Research In Motion, Agfa HealthCare, COM DEV
and Tech Capital Partners. The digital media sector is expected to reach
US$2.2 trillion worldwide in the next
five years.

RIM wins Certicom

Waterloo – Research In Motion
(RIM) wins its battle to acquire major
supplier Certicom, after topping a bid
by VeriSign Inc. of California. RIM’s
offer of $3.00 per share surpassed the
previously agreed to offer of $2.10
from Certicom, which receives a $4
million breakup fee from the Mississauga based company. The deal
is worth more than $130 million for
43.7 million Certicom shares.

Canadian launch

OTTAWA – Agiliance Inc., based
in San José, opens shop in the capital with the launch of Agiliance
Canada. The company’s RiskVision software supports businesses

Left to right: Niall Wingham, Gerald Reinink, Balinder Ahluwali.
Two tech startups spawned at
uWaterloo win $1,000 each at the
Ignition Pitch competition, held recently at Conestoga College. After
giving a 90-second explanation of
their business to the panel, WordBridge and Nalion Technologies
came out on top of the field of 52
competitors, along with Conestoga
student Gerald Reinink who won
for an idea for a flooring product
made with reclaimed wood. WordBridge, which emerged from UW
incubator VeloCity, develops foreign-language translation software
for smartphones. The software can
translate words in a picture, and will
be able to work in 30 languages, according to Niall Wingham, the UW
student who pitched for the startup,
allowing users to take a photo of
and government agencies when dealing with regulatory compliance, risk
management and IT governance. The
Canadian operation will be managed
by Doug Carwardine, who will be
responsible for providing strategic
direction for the Canadian operation,
which include a major partnership
with Bell Canada.

Shopping site up

TORONTO – Startup Wishabi
launches its new online Canadian
consumer shopping site, designed to
find users the best product deals from
Canadian and US merchants. The
company has already lined up an impressive array of merchants, including The Bay, Canadian Tire, Dell,
Home Depot and Amazon.com. The
service, which is integrated with social networking site Facebook, is
free to the use and allows shoppers to
compare prices of products offered in
Canada and the US, with duties and
shipping included. A unique feature
lets Wishabi clients earn money for
recommending deals to other buyers. Wishabi is the brainchild of
four uWaterloo graduates, including
former Microsoft employee Wehuns
Tan.

words and have them “read” back
in the language of their choosing.
Balinder Ahluwalia made the pitch
for Nalion Technologies, which
is comprised of students in UW’s
Masters of Business, Entrepreneurship and Technology program. Nalion hopes to market a revolutionary
battery developed in the labs of UW
chemistry professor Linda Nazar.
The battery uses materials less
costly and more readily available
than the cobalt currently found in
lithium batteries. Ignition Pitch is a
preliminary challenge leading to the
annual LaunchPad $50K Venture
Competition, open to student entrepreneurs from Conestoga College,
University of Guelph, uWaterloo,
Wilfrid Laurier University and
McMaster.

Corridor connection

Ottawa-based Thinknostic Inc.
merges with Toronto-based Pentura Solutions Inc., reuniting two
colleagues who once worked together at Ebusiness services company Montage. Stephen Byrne,
CEO of custom software provider
Thinknostic, and Marc Lamoureux, co-founder, Pentura, which
specializes in Google Maps integration solutions, believe “the added
dimension and synergy in the newly
combined business will result in
significant positive impacts for existing and future clients, employees
and shareholders.” The new company will now have primary offices in
Toronto and Ottawa, and operations
in Montreal, California, and New
York. Its combined components
will continue to operate under their
existing names for a short period,
while branding and product integration considerations are worked out.
Neither company’s employees will
be affected by the merger, according to Thinknostic and Pentura.

OTTAWA – MOSAID Technologies
Inc. signs a worldwide wireless patent licence agreement with Finland’s
Nokia Corporation and, in unrelated
news, ends its litigation with Micron
Technologies Inc. MOSAID says the
deal with mobile phone giant Nokia, the
first major vendor of Wi-Fi enabled handsets to licence its wireless patents, also
extends to other patents covering technology used in products under the Nokia
brand. MOSAID also recently settled a
patent dispute with Boise, Idaho-based
DRAM heavyweight Micron Technologies Inc. The litigation was settled after
Micron signed a 10-year licencing deal
for an unspecified number of MOSAID
patents, and the Ottawa company in
turn acquired 400 Micron-held patents
related to DRAM, Flash memory, and
semiconductor process technology. “By
settling the litigation and signing a patent license agreement with Micron, one
of the world’s largest DRAM producers,
we have achieved our goal of licensing
virtually 100% of the global commodity DRAM market to our patents,” says
John Lindgren, president and chief executive of MOSAID.

Harvesting Patent Value

Another deal

OTTAWA – Pachira IP signs an exclusive contract to represent and licence

Creative Integrated Systems Inc.’s
(CIS) memory technology patents.
Calif.-based CIS boasts a large portfolio of patents for memory electronics
including read only memory (ROM),
flash memory and electrically erasable
ROM systems. Pachira recently inked
a deal with semiconductor maker Panavision Imaging LLC, which will
provide Pachira with exclusive rights
to licence the NY-based company’s
digital image sensor technology. A
new arrival in the capital, Pachira is a
competitor of local IP firms Wi-LAN
and MOSAID, but is distinguishing
itself by acting only as a third-party
licencer and patent sales agent rather
than seeking outright ownership of IP.

New deals in Nigeria

OTTAWA – EION Wireless signs
new deals for its broadband wireless
access products with several banks in
Nigeria. A division of IP solutions provider EION Inc., EION Wireless says
the new deals, made through its Nigerian distributor DDC, are the latest in a
number of contract signings that have
seen its gear deployed at several major banks in Nigeria, as well as manufacturing plants and enterprises in the
region.

OCE winners roll to nationals with bike trailer

HAMILTON – McMaster University students
Lindsey Kettel and
Cory Minkhorst take
the $3,500 top prize for
their collapsible bicycle
trailer in the Innovative
Design category at the
annual Ontario Engineering Competition (OEC),
held this year at the University of Guelph. The
engineering and management grad students
Photo: McMaster Engineering
were inspired to design
Cory
Minkhorst
and
Lindsey
Kettel.
the bike attachment after
learning that recreational cyclists were more cyclists and fewer cars on the road
deterred from pedaling to work because would be better for the environment and
they didn’t have a better means of carry- for people’s health.” Two other McMaster
ing items, as well as for environmental students, CJ Smith and Justin Sma, won
reasons. “More people would commute $1,500 for first place in the Parliamentary
by bicycle if they had a convenient, safe Debate category. Both teams now move
and secure way to transport things on on to compete at the national Canadian
their way to and from work, but tow- Engineering Competition, which is being
ing an empty bicycle trailer can be very held March 5 - 8 in Fredericton.
cumbersome,” says Ms. Kettel. “Having
More, see Nuggets, page 5
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University of Ottawa

Members of the uOttawa iGEM (International Genetically
&OHJOFFSFE.BDIJOF UFBNEVSJOHJUTmSTUDPNQFUJUJPOBU.*5
in August 2008. The team, up against a daunting field of 84
competitors from 21 countries, finished in second place.

It starts here.
Studying engineering or computer science at the University of Ottawa can lead to a successful and rewarding career in a wide
range of fields. The Faculty of Engineering boasts dozens of specialties, along with a team of devoted, top-caliber professors and
support personnel.
Undergraduate degrees are available in
t #JPNFEJDBMNFDIBOJDBMFOHJOFFSJOHt$IFNJDBMFOHJOFFSJOHt$JWJMFOHJOFFSJOHt$PNQVUFSFOHJOFFSJOH
t $PNQVUFSTDJFODFt&MFDUSJDBMFOHJOFFSJOHt.FDIBOJDBMFOHJOFFSJOHt4PGUXBSFFOHJOFFSJOH
What’s more, students can enter the co-op stream in all of these programs and gain practical first-hand experience in their
chosen career.
Finally, University of Ottawa students have an array of social, athletic and other extra-curricular activities to choose from—for a
truly well-rounded university experience.
Study in English, French or both...the choice is yours.

www.engineering.uOttawa.ca
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY

Ian Abramson

joins Toronto-based technology consultancy Thoughtcorp Inc. as director,
enterprise data group.
Mr. Abramson has
more than 20 years
experience in data
warehousing and IT
and has written a
number of books on
the subject, as well
as on Oracle applications. He is an executive director of the
International Oracle User Group.

Jacquie Arthur

is appointed CEO of Ottawa-based
Nakina Systems, a provider of network management
solutions. For the
past 18 years, Ms.
Arthur has worked
for high-tech companies in the software,
hardware, and semiconductor sectors.
From 2002 to 2005,
she was CFO of Aprisma. She spent
three years at Monotype Imaging,
joining the company just after it was
acquired by TA Associates and restructuring over $200 million in debt
before taking the company public in
2007. Her early career was spent at
British Petroleum in Europe and the
United States. Ms. Arthur has served
on the advisory boards of UMass
Boston and Allendale Insurance and
BankNorth. She has a degree in economics and engineering from City
University London and is a chartered
accountant.

Carolyn Hayden

joins Global Intellectual Strategies
Inc., an IP management consulting
firm in the Ottawa area, as an intellectual property analyst. Prior to GIS, she
was a consultant with Semiconductor
Insights and iPWERX, where she
worked in IP management, licensing,
litigation, trade secret misappropriation and open source software due
diligence. She was also formerly employed at Nortel Networks in the area
of manufacturing, testing of semiconductors, hardware design support, software management, hardware design IP
management and licensing for Nortel’s
global hardware design community.
She has a BEng from Concordia and
is a member of the Licensing Executive Society.

Vern Heinrichs

is appointed interim president and
CEO of Waterloo-based solar tech
company Arise Technologies Corp.,
replacing Bart Tichelman, who
recently resigned. Mr. Heinrichs,
Arise’s chairman, is an engineer and
businessman. He received a BSc and
MBA from the U of T before hiring
on with Shell Oil’s economics department. During the past 35 years he has
pursued an international career that
has included serving on the boards of

Paul Snyder

is named president of Canadian operations at tech-based brokerage
services firm Belzberg Technologies
Inc. in Toronto. Mr.
Jackson comes to
Belzberg from Perimeter Financial
where he was managing director and
CEO at IA Sciences,
Perimeter’s business process outsourcing service. Prior to joining Perimeter
he held senior executive positions at
Financial Models Corp. and Deloitte
Consulting.

as assistant deputy minister, science
and technology, and later, as chief
scientist, he was the senior official
responsible for industrial technology
strategies within the Government of
Canada. He was also a director of U
of T’s Innovation Foundation, where
he served as president and CEO from
1998 to 1999. He is a founding director of the Canadian Optical Packaging and Assembly Consortium and
has served on the business advisory
board of the Toronto-based VC investor Brightspark Group. Dr. Rothschild has a BSc from Université de
Montréal and an MS and PhD from
Purdue University. He succeeds Anthony Eyton, who has served as the
Precarn’s interim president and CEO
since the departure of Paul Johnston
in mid-2008.

Perley-Robertson,
Hill & McDougall

nuggets

eight technology-based companies in
Canada, the United States, England,
Holland, and Switzerland.

Chris Jackson

expands its intellectual property
practice with the addition of Adrian O’Donnell and
Mark Vickers PhD
to its Ottawa office. Dr. Vickers is
a registered patent
agent with extensive
experience dealing
within the electrical
and pharmaceutical Photo: Couvrette/Ottawa
sector. He graduated
Adrian
from Queen’s with O’Donnell
a BSc (honours), before earning a PhD
in biochemistry at to
the University of Alberta and conducting post-doctoral research at the Cross
Cancer Institute.
Mr. O’Donnell has
more than 20 years Photo: Couvrette/Ottawa
experience identify- Mark Vickers
ing new IP, and providing support to
individuals, startups and established
enterprises both nationally and internationally in information technology. He
has a bachelor of physics degree from
the University of Birmingham.

Dr. Henri Rothschild

is named president and CEO of Ottawa-based not-for-profit tech investor Precarn Inc.
Dr. Rothschild’s appointment strengthens the company’s
ties with the Canada Israel Industrial
R&D Foundation
and International
Science and Technology Partnerships Canada Inc.,
organizations for which he plays
leading roles. Precarn partnered
with CIIRDF in the creation of ISTPCanada, for whom it now delivers
program services. Dr. Rothschild
has more than 30 years experience
conducting, planning and managing
research at the national and international level. At Industry Canada,

Solution for UK
travellers

OTTAWA – WorldReach Software
teams up with global IT services company Logica and De La Rue Software
to provide the UK’s Foreign and Commonwealth Office with secure and internationally recognized emergency travel
documents. WorldReach, a provider of
consular software solutions, says the
new document system called BRIDGE
(British Identity Document Generating
Equipment), is based on its PassportReach application, “designed to support
all aspects of overseas secure document
issuance replacing a manual issuing process,” and will better serve British nationals traveling abroad. WorldReach’s
software is used at more than 700 sites,
making it the leading global consular
software solution for foreign affairs offices, according to the company.

retires as director of client services,
department of information systems
and technology
(IST), University
of Waterloo (UW).
Mr. Snyder graduated from UW with
a BMath in 1970,
and worked briefly
for Gulf Oil before
hiring on as manager, information systems and planning, at UW’s computing centre. He
then furthered his education, and
in 1984 earned a master of applied
science degree. Mr. Snyder spent 36
years in the department of IST. As
director of client services he was
responsible for maintaining the electronic working environment for the

Allan Zander

is appointed CEO of Ottawa-based
Data Kinetics Inc., a producer of
mainframe performance enhancement
products. A veteran
tech executive,
M r. Z a n d e r w a s
formerly VP of
sale and marketing
at Sciemetric Instruments. He also
served in senior management roles
with CML Emergency Services, Mitel and Nortel. He earned a degree
in both engineering and computer
science at the University of Western
Ontario.

deal which will give the IP-based PBX
phone systems maker access to the South
Carolina company’s more than 5,000
independent resellers. TalkSwitch says
its new partner will also provide distribution support from its two distribution
and sales centres, located in Greenville,
South Carolina, and Nevada.

Directors deliberate

TORONTO – Life-sciences company
MDS Inc. forms a committee of independent directors to support the
company’s continuing process of assessing ways to improve shareholder
value. MDS emphasizes that there can
be no assurance that this process will
result in any specific strategic or financial transaction, especially considering the current uncertain economic
conditions. No timetable has been set
for its completion. Last July, MDS
filed a $1.4 billion court claim against
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) and the Government of
Canada for cancellation of an order
for two MAPLE nuclear reactors to
produce a long-term supply of nuclear
isotopes to MDS, required by patients
worldwide for serious medical needs.

ByteClub knocked out

TORONTO – Internet television show
ByteClub (see SCAN piece at http://
www.scansite.ca/news/2009/01/
what_happens_at_byte_club_goes.
html) comes to a close after a run
of 17 episodes focused on Torontobased technology startups. The show,
a recent addition to the Lifeforce TV
lineup, will cease production due to a
lack of sponsorship. ByteClub’s last
episode features a look at CIX’ 2008
Canadian Innovation Leader award
winner Octopz, which develops and
markets online collaboration software. Though the show’s producers
say ByteClub is finished indefinitely,
they are still looking for new sponsorship and could resume production
at some point.

Cash from IAF

Eight promising Ontario tech ventures
will each receive up to $500,000 from
the Investment Accelerator Fund, a
$29 million provincial seed fund comanaged by non-profit innovation hub
MaRS Discovery District and Ontario
Centres of Excellence. All startups, the
eight will use the equity investment for
research, field testing and patent and
promotion costs. Wendy Robertson,
co-founder and CEO of Toronto-based
Kneebone Inc., says the marketing
software company will use its cut of the
funding “to build leadership and scale in
our fast-growing category.” The seven
others funded – C2C Link (Hamilton),
IPeak Networks (Ottawa) and (in Toronto) Echologics, Nulogy, Skymeter,
Sysomos and Regen Energy – span a
range of cleantech sectors from water
and energy to software and hardware
solutions.

P&W onboard

OTTAWA – Mxi Technologies signs
a deal with Pratt & Whitney that will
see the aircraft engine manufacturer
use Mxi’s Maintenix software for aftermarket in-service support for all engine platforms, commercial and military. The company says its solution
will streamline P&W’s new “powerby-the-hour” contract business by providing it with a single, integrated IT
solution that will accurately assess the
status of all engines, leading to precise
data and planning and quoting tools.

New distributor

UW community. Over the years, he
sat on numerous UW committees,
including the web advisory committee, as chairman.

OTTAWA – TalkSwitch signs up VoIP
products distributor NETXUSA, in a

MOU with PBS

OTTAWA – International Datacasting Corporation (IDC) signs a memorandum of understanding with the US
Public Broadcasting System (PBS)
to provide infrastructure for a nextgeneration satellite network. IDC, a
provider of multimedia content and
solutions for broadband distribution
via satellite, says the project calls for
equipment that will deliver non-real
time HD and standard definition programming to PBS stations across the
US. PBS’s 356 member stations provide programming for more than 115
million viewers monthly.
More, see Nuggets, page 7
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Great university. Great people.

Rob Saunders
As a Carleton engineering student and
a member of Carleton University’s
powerhouse basketball team, Rob
Saunders knows a thing or two about time
management.
Over the last four years, Rob has juggled
full-time studies with a demanding
athletics schedule that includes
daily practices, weekend games and
tournaments, and a rigorous annual
training camp.
Originally from Kingston, Ontario,
Rob came to Carleton attracted by the
engineering program as well as the
opportunity to play for a top-calibre team
that has won five national championships
in a row. “It takes discipline to train at a
high level and keep your grades up, but it’s
certainly not impossible,” says Rob.
“Players take their work on the road with
them and make use of study rooms made
available. Rob continues “I also received
a lot of guidance from the Engineering
Academic Support staff—mainly to help
schedule my courses so that I could avoid
conflicts between class and practice while
also staying on track within my program.”
Rob Saunders: one of the talented people
at Carleton University

Carleton University is a major centre for
research and technological innovations,
and is known for:
§ award-winning and internationally
recognized faculty and students
§ state-of-the-art laboratories, design
studios and advanced computer and
networking platforms
§ close links to industry, government
research laboratories and the scientific
community
We offer many exciting degree programs.
To find out more visit our website at
carleton.ca/engineering-design.

carleton.ca/engineering-design
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nuggets
Solution for students

OTTAWA – Halogen’s human resources solution is chosen as a learning tool
by New York’s Rochester Institute
of Technology for its grad students.
Integrated in the college’s Human
Resource Development master’s program, the company’s software will be
used by students studying Leveraging
Technology, giving them hands-on experience in compensation adjustments,
appraisals and succession planning.

which specializes in buyout financing,
in an all-stock deal. The maker of blast
suits and roadside-bomb jamming gear
will swap about $40 million in shares
– almost double its market value – for
Tailwind stock. In the process it will relieve its load of roughly $200 million
in debt resulting, in part, from delayed
US orders and integration woes after
purchasing Ottawa-based competitor
Med-Eng. Meanwhile, the company received a $5-million order for ordnance
disposal equipment from Brazilian security forces. Allen-Vanguard says it
expects strong Latin American sales in
fiscal 2009.

ATS raises $50M

CAMBRIDGE – Manufacturing solutions maker ATS Automation Tooling
Systems Inc. finalizes a $50-million offering of 10 million shares to a group of
investors led by Toronto’s GMP Securities. The company’s principal shareholder, New York-based hedge fund Mason
Capital Management, purchased two
million shares and now controls 12% of
the company’s stock. ATS recently sold
the key operating assets and liabilities of
its Precision Components Group business, composed of two Canadian operations and one in China, to a group led by
PCG Management. Terms of the deal
have not been released.

Sigma secured

OTTAWA – Sidense signs an agreement to supply its programmable
memory chip designs to multimedia
technology company Sigma Designs.
Calif.-based Sigma will use the intellectual property to boost security for
its Internet protocol TV products.

Debt relief

OTTAWA – Debt-shaken Allen-Vanguard agrees to be acquired by Torontoheadquartered Tailwind Financial Inc.,

Saudi contract

GATINEAU, QC – Communications
solutions provider SolaCom Technologies is awarded a multi-million
dollar contract to provide its LibertyCOMMAND integrated communication solution to the Royal Saudi Naval Forces. The deal will see SolaCom
supply RSNF with an IP-based voice
provisioning product for multiple operators at three undisclosed locations.
This is SolaCom’s second significant
contract in Saudi Arabia following a
project in Yanbu last year.

Cleaner Guelph

GUELPH – Guelph Hydro Inc. and
Ontario Centres of Excellence Inc.
team up to advance initiatives set by
the Guelph Sustainable Community
Energy Plan. The project’s energy efficiency goals target sectors including
gas, electricity water, waste water,
waste management and transportation.
The partnership will work towards reducing the region’s per-capita carbon
footprint, while improving air quality
and creating jobs.

CRTC deadline

The CRTC gives wireless service
providers one year to upgrade their
911 services so that emergency responders can better locate someone
who has dialed 911. “With more than
20 million wireless subscribers in
Canada, it is imperative that emergency responders can quickly and
accurately locate those who use their
cellphones to call 911,” says Konrad
von Finckenstein, Q.C., chairman of
the CRTC.

Upgrade in Michigan

OTTAWA – Objectworld Communications Corp. provides a communications upgrade for Chippewa Valley
Schools, a Michigan school district
with more than 15,000 students and
1,700 staff. The company says its
Unified Communications Server 4.2,
which has features including automated
dialing, will allow the school district to
quickly contact parents and staff with
information about events such as snow
day closures. Chippewa staff will also
be able to check messages from any location connected to the system instead
of simply at one extension.

Sparking biz

WATERLOO – Communitech, the Waterloo region’s tech association, is working with Microsoft to bring the software
giant’s BizSpark Program to the hub’s
corporate constituents and “help put tech

startups on the fast track to success.” As
a BizSpark network partner, Communitech will connect early-stage companies
to the latest Microsoft development tools
and platform technologies, and provide
production licences to develop and market
interoperable solutions. Startups will also
get access to potential clients, investors and
partners, among other benefits. There are
currently more than 20 BizSpark network
partners in Canada, including Ontario
Centres of Excellence Inc., GrowthWorks Capital and Ottawa-based Wesley Clover International Corp.

Dysphagia licence

A new dysphagia treatment technology
invented at the University of Western
Ontario, is licenced to London, Ont.based Trudell Medical International
for further development and worldwide
distribution. The work of a cross-disciplinary team led by Faculty of Health
Sciences professor Ruth Martin, the
patent-pending treatment system promises relief for the tens of millions (17
million in N.A. alone) affected by the
swallowing impairment.

Patent deal

OTTAWA – Mitel inks a cross-licensing deal with IBM that will have the
two using each other’s patents covering unified communications technology. “This agreement with IBM will
enable our companies and our customers to benefit from the innovation
and creativity that is embodied in our
respective patents and inventions,”
says Christian Szpilfogel, head of
Mitel’s IP licensing group. “We believe in taking a collaborative yet
proactive approach to protecting our
intellectual property.” IBM, which
has a long history of making such arrangements, generated more than $1
billion from royalty agreements in
2006.
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